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ABSTRACT
The study objective was to examine precision in wound

measurement using a recently Food and Drug

Administration-approved Scout (WoundVision, LLC, Indianapolis,

Indiana) device to measure wound length (L) and width (W).

Wound perimeter and a ruler measurement of L and W were also

made. Images of 40 actual patient wounds were measured using

the Scout device. All 3 techniques (length, width, perimeter)

demonstrated acceptable within and between reader precision;

however, the best precision was in wound perimeter measurement.
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INTRODUCTION
Currently, the accepted standard for wound measurement is to

use a hand ruler to measure wound size.1 Although there are several

variations on the ruler method, a common practice is outlined by

the National Pressure Ulcer Advisory Panel (NPUAP) on its web-

site and in the NPUAP Pressure Ulcer Scale for Healing (PUSH)

Tool version 3.0. The PUSH Tool is designed to document data on a

complete pressure ulcer assessment, which is then tabulated for a

total score. Clinicians can use the PUSH Tool to document healing

or wound deterioration over time. The website and PUSH Tool

instruct clinicians to measure the longest length of the wound

head to toe and then the longest width of the wound, taking the

width measurements perpendicular to the length measurement.1Y3

This technique resulted in the least overestimation of wound area

in a study by Langemo et al.4

The manual ruler method is quick and noninvasive, but the

area measurements are almost always inaccurate as the length �
width (L � W) technique assumes a square or rectangular wound

shape. The deviation from the true area is dependent on multiple

factors, including wound bed size and shape, which are easily

distorted by body position. Studies have shown wound area

calculations using the L � W ruler method can overestimate area

by 44%,5 especially for wounds with irregular edges.4 Although

highly inaccurate, the ruler method yields fairly reproducible

results from measurement to measurement. Therefore, measure-

ment of wound size over time provides a fairly reliable measure of

change in wound status.6,7

Other devices on the market for measuring wound size include

tracing wound edges directly on acetate and using digital photo-

graphs.6Y8 Measuring wounds from digital photographs, al-

though more complex to use bedside, has been shown to provide

more accurate wound measurements than the ruler method.4

This study measured 40 patient wounds to demonstrate the

performance of an instrument new to the market, called the Scout

device, on actual wounds in the intended clinical population.

BACKGROUND INFORMATION
The Food and Drug AdministrationYapproved Scout device

(WoundVision, LLC, Indianapolis, Indiana), previously known as

the Wound Measurement and Monitoring System, has 2 main com-

ponents: the Scout ImageCapture and the Scout ImageReview

software. The ImageCapture is a combination digital camera and

long-wave infrared camera. The digital camera is indicated for the

use of capturing visual images of a part of the body or 2 body

surfaces. The long-wave infrared camera is indicated for the use

of capturing thermal images. The ImageReview software allows

for measurement of the diameter, surface area, and perimeter of

wound images and the thermal intensity variation data of a part of the

body or 2 body surfaces.

Intended for qualified healthcare personnel who are trained

in its use, the Scout is a noncontact, noninvasive, nonradiating
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device. The Scout is considered safe to use (for both patient

and user) for capturing both visual and thermal images.

This study was institutional review board<approved and was

conducted in compliance with the protocol, good clinical practices,

and all applicable regulatory requirements. All investigational staff

members were trained on the protocol and the proper use of the

Scout ImageReview. There was no anticipated benefit to the study

subjects who participated in this study. However, the images

collected may lead to the improved care in the future.

Design
A prospective design was used to retrospectively analyze collected

images of actual patient wounds from 40 patient subjects from

both an inpatient and an outpatient setting.

Study Objectives
The study objectives were to (1) compare the L � W ruler method

and wound area calculation to the Scout L � W method and the

perimeter trace method of visual wound area measurement and

(2) to establish within and between reader agreement of the Scout

L � W, Scout trace area, and Scout trace perimeter (measure-

ments of trace area and perimeter).

Methods
Following institutional review board approval, 40 actual patient

wounds were imaged at an inpatient and an outpatient clinical site

in Indiana to represent feasibility of the Scout in both inpatient and

outpatient clinical settings. The 40 patient wounds were of various

etiologies, representing those commonly seen on an inpatient and

outpatient basis (eg, venous, neuropathic, arterial, and pressure

ulcers). This study used both experts in clinical wound care (n = 3)

and nonexpert readers (n = 2). The 5 study readers included a

physician, a registered nurse, a licensed practical nurse, and 2 readers

familiar with the device but not experts in clinical wound as-

sessment. The expert readers were clinicians trained in wound care

and in the appropriate use of the Scout system. Previous study data of

the researchers, as well as other peer-reviewed literature,9 suggest

that variation in qualitative wound characteristics (wound edge)

exists not only between readers of different experience levels and

training, but also between readers of similar specialized training and

experience.

Multiple clinicians measuring wounds in a clinical setting with

a ruler multiple times was a patient safety concern from the

standpoint of potential wound bed contamination, as well as pa-

tient comfort. Therefore, only the Scout device measurements

had replicate measurements completed. During the conduct of

this study, 5 readers made 3 replicate measures for each of the

Scout measurements, Scout L � W, and Trace, for each image.

Therefore, 3 replicate measurements are available for each reader

for the Scout L � W area, Scout trace area, and Scout trace

perimeter.

Scout Measurements
The readers were trained on the operation of the Scout prior to

completing these measurements. Then, each reader completed

the Scout L�W and External Wound Trace for each image 3 times.

The Scout L � W is designed to emulate the reference standard

ruler technique by taking the greatest length head to toe by greatest

width at a 90-degree angle to length. The head orientation was

indicated at the time of image capture. When measuring the image,

the reader placed the cursor at the head or toe wound edge and

drew to the opposing wound edge. The width of the wound was

then drawn. The readers were able to use the compass feature of

Scout ImageReview to ensure alignment with head orientation

relative to each wound.

The External Wound Trace utilizes software to allow the user to

visually trace the wound edge. The software then calculates trace

area and trace perimeter. Both the Scout L� W and External Wound

Trace were completed on the same image.

Wounds were selected from the library of images that met the

study criteria. Individual written consent was provided for each

wound from each adult 18 years or older. Wounds were excluded

if the edges were obscured in any way, if the image was blurred,

and if images were not at 18-inch distance or not at 90 degrees

perpendicular to the external wound. All 40 wounds selected were

evaluated for performance on the study device.

To control for carryover, the 40 wound images were random-

ized. Each reader measured the L � W area, trace area, and trace

perimeter for the first set of 40 wound images 1 time. They were

then provided with a second set of randomized 40 wound images,

where they performed the second set of measurements. This

process was repeated for the third set of measurements. A sep-

arate randomization was completed for each of the 3 replicates.

The same randomization was used for each of the 5 readers.

End Points
The primary end points for this study were (1) length measure of

the wound using the Scout ImageReview software, (2) width mea-

sure of the wound using the Scout ImageReview software, (3)

calculated square area of the wound using L � W measure of the

Scout ImageReview software, (4) surface area of the wound using

the External Wound Trace feature, and (5) perimeter of the wound

using the External Wound Trace feature.

Data Analysis
Data were handled according to the WoundVision, LLC data man-

agement procedures. Descriptive statistics included the mean,

median, maximum, and minimum for the Scout L � W area and
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perimeter trace area. Measurements of precision included

intrareader and interreader reliability (repeatability), as well as

total variability. The CV% was calculated as the SD divided by the

mean times 100 for within and between readers for each indi-

vidual wound for the repeatability (reliability) measure. An anal-

ysis of variance was completed using a random-effects model with

reader and wound in the model as random factors for each mea-

surement method. In addition, the model was rerun including the

interaction term as a random factor. The within- and between-

reader precision was recalculated separately for the 2 groups of

readers, the 3 clinical experts, and the 2 nonexperts. SAS software

(SAS Institute, Cary, North Carolina) was utilized for statistical analysis.

RESULTS
Objective 1 could not be completed because repeat measurements

with the standard of care ruler were impractical. All of the results

in this section address objective 2.

Data from all 40 wound images for each of the 5 readers, with

measurements (Scout L� W area and Scout trace area) for each end

point completed 3 times per 40 wounds were utilized in analyses.

Figure 1.

INTENDED USE POPULATION: WITHIN READER CV%: 5 REVIEWERS

The CV% for each of the 40 wound images for each of the Scout measurement methodologies. Each dot is the within reader CV% for each wound. The line is the average CV% across all 40

wounds for each methodology. Scout L x W area average CV% = 8.68; Scout trace area average CV% = 6.46, and Scout trace perimeter average CV% = 3.32.
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Descriptive statistics are as follows: the average area for the Scout

L�W calculation was 20.07 (SD, 1.51) cm2 (95% confidence interval,

19.23-20.91 cm2), and the Scout trace area was 16.28 (SD, 1.17) cm2

(95% confidence interval, 19.23-20.91 cm2).

Within-Reader Accuracy
The within-reader precision was calculated for each individual

wound and averaged across the 5 readers for each of the Scout

measurement methodologies (Figure 1). The average CV% across

all 40 wounds was less than 10% for each of the measurement

methodologies, with the CV% lowest for the Scout trace perimeter.

This suggests that regardless of the measurement used a reader

can perform multiple measurements of the same wound with

acceptable variation.

Interrater Reliability
The between-reader precision for each individual wound for each

of the Scout measurement methodologies was on average less

than 20% CV. Similar to both the within-reader precision and that

from a previous study,10 the average CV% is smallest for the

perimeter measurements (Figure 2).

Data from a previous study10 and other literature4 suggest that

when measuring shapes of known size with a defined edge the

between-reader agreement shows acceptable variation regardless

Figure 2.

INTENDED USE STUDY BETWEEN READER CV% 5 READERS’ AVERAGE

Between-reader CV% for each of the Scout measurements. Each dot is the within reader CV% for each wound. The line is the average CV% across all 40wounds for eachmethodology. Scout

L� W area average CV% = 16.71; Scout trace area average CV% = 16.10, and Scout trace perimeter average CV% = 5.82.
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of measurement technique. The results of this study using actual

wounds suggest that regardless of the measurement used, readers

differ in how they define the wound_s border.4,11 The source of

this variation may lie within the subjective perception of quali-

tative wound characteristics.9 Therefore, from the previous study

measuring shapes of known size,10 in this study measuring actual

wounds, as well as the literature, it can be concluded that the dif-

ferences that exist between readers in wound measurement are

not necessarily due to the measurement technique, but rather

the judgment of the reader performing the measurement.11

Analysis by Reader Type
This study used both experts in clinical wound care (n = 3) and

nonexpert readers (n = 2). The within- and between-reader pre-

cision for each of the reader types yields similar results (Figure 3).

These results support that the Scout device can be utilized by a

variety of individuals in the clinical setting yielding similar results.

SUMMARY
Study data suggest that a single reader can measure the same

wound multiple times yielding similar results. And as expected,

multiple readers do not measure the same wound as well as a

single reader. The variation that exists between readers in wound

measurement is not necessarily due to the measurement technique

but rather the judgment of the reader in determining the wound

edges performing the measurement.4,11

The within- and between-reader precision is similar for the Scout

trace area (within 6.46 CV% and between 16.10 CV%) and the Scout

L � W (within 8.68 CV% and between 16.71 CV%). Perimeter

measurement is more precise than both traced area and Scout L�W

(within 3.32 CV% and between 5.82 CV%). For all measurements,

the within-reader precision is better than the between-reader.

For the Scout L�W area, within-reader precision was 8.68 CV% and

between 16.71 CV%. For the traced area, within-reader precision

was 6.46 CV% and between 16.10 CV%; and for the perimeter, the

within-reader precision was 3.32 CV% and between 5.82 CV%.

On analysis of variance when the interaction term was included,

there was a significant interaction between wound and reader. How-

ever, the wound data are not normally distributed and the within- and

between-reader precision is not similar across all wound shapes;

therefore, the results of the analysis of variance are not valid.

CONCLUSIONS
The within-reader precision was acceptable (CV% G10) for all 3

measurements (Scout trace perimeter 3.32 CV%, Scout trace area

6.46 CV%, Scout L � W area 8.68 CV%). Although the between-

reader variability was larger than the within-reader variability, it

still averaged less than 20% for all measurements (perimeter 5.82

Table.

BETWEEN AND WITHIN COMPARISONS FOR 3 TECHNIQUES ON WOUND SHAPES VERSUS
ACTUAL WOUND IMAGES

Measurement Technique Within-Reader Shape CV% Within-Reader Wound CV% Between-Reader Shape CV% Between-Reader Wound CV%

Scout L � W 5.39 8.68 6.38 16.71
Scout trace area 2.82 6.46 3.79 16.10
Scout trace perimeter 2.33 3.32 2.75 5.82

Figure 3.

WITHIN-READER CV% CLINICIAN AVERAGE

The within-reader CV% for each of the 40 wound images for each of the Scout measurement methodologies. Each dot is the within-reader CV% for each wound. The line is the average

CV% across all 40 wounds for each methodology. Scout L x W area average CV% = 9.78; Scout trace area average CV% = 6.95, and Scout trace perimeter average CV% = 3.79. The

3 readers in this analysis are all clinicians with expertise in wound care.
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CV%, traced surface area 16.10 CV%, and Scout L� W area 16.71

CV%), making it an acceptable technique. This finding suggests that

the differences in subjective perception of qualitative wound char-

acteristics, particularly wound edge, can influence wound assessment

agreement, consistent with previous literature.9 The within-reader re-

sults using actual wounds in this study are consistent with a previous

study on simulated wounds (CV% 3.32Y6.68 vs CV% 2.33Y5.39,

respectively),10 demonstrating reliable results from the Scout device

in the clinical setting for repeat measurements by the same reader.

Using actual wounds in this study, the between-reader results

were greater than those on simulated wounds (CV% 5.82Y16.71 vs

CV% 2.75Y6.47, respectively) in a previous study.10 The study of

Langemo et al10 used metal objects, obviously enabling a cleaner

determination of wound shape or wound edge compared with

actual wounds (Table). This finding is consistent with previous

research demonstrating that between-reader differences exist less

unrelated to measurement technique and more related to the

reader judgment of wound edge.4,11

The Scout device provides accurate and reliable measurements

of actual wounds.10 It is most accurate in measuring wound peri-

meter, even between readers. The current standard of measuring

wounds is the L � W area calculation, which is known to have

large variability, in fact up to 44%.4,5,12 The Scout device can be

used by individuals with varied backgrounds and provides similar

results when clinical experts and nonclinicians utilize the device.

The Scout device is able to accurately measure wound perimeter,

which is a reliable measurement of wound area (Table). As wounds

heal from the bottom up followed by the edges inward, it is a good

measure of serial reporting for indications of healing.13 The device

is noncontact; therefore, patient comfort is a nonissue. The Scout

device showed 3% variability in the wound shape study,10 whereas

it was only 5% in actual wounds in this current study. The Scout

device is reliable in measuring small as well as large wounds.

Techniques for wound measurement that are most desirable are

those that are accurate, safe for patients, and easy to learn and use

clinically. The technique must also be valid and reliable and sensitive

enough to document change over time for clinical as well as re-

search purposes.4,14 The noncontact, Food and Drug AdministrationY

approved Scout device meets all these requirements. Although

the Scout device is more expensive than a paper ruler, it is far more

accurate in documenting progress toward improvement or deteri-

oration of a wound.&
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